Abstract*The e}ect of stimulus intensity "sound pressure level\ SPL# of auditory stimuli on the BOLD response in the auditory cortex was investigated in 03 young and healthy subjects\ with no hearing abnormalities\ using echo!planar\ functional magnetic resonance imaging "fMRI# during a verbal and a non!verbal auditory discrimination task[ The stimuli were presented block!wise at three di}erent intensities] 84\ 74 and 64 dB "SPL#[ All subjects showed fMRI signal increases in superior temporal gyrus "STG# covering primary and secondary auditory cortex[ Most importantly\ the spatial extent of the fMRI response in STG increased with increasing stimulus intensity[ It is hypothesized that spreading of excitation is associated with the encoding of increasing stimulus intensity levels[ In addition\ we found bifrontal activation supposedly evoked by the auditory!articulary loop of working memory[ The results presented here should assist in the design of optimal activation strategies for studying the auditory cortex with fMRI paradigms and may help in understanding intensity coding of auditory stimuli[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
Introduction
Non!invasive methods such as functional magnetic res! onance imaging "fMRI# and positron emission tom! ography "PET# are becoming more and more widespread for the study of sensory or cognitive functions[ The BOLD "blood oxygen level dependent# contrast fMRI method measures regional changes of the nuclear mag! netic resonance signal during brain activity[ It is generally accepted that increased blood~ow and oxygenation at the capillary venous level in activated tissue lead to decreased intravoxel dephasing\ resulting in increased sig! nal[ In a series of studies it was shown that fMRI is also useful to study auditory perception processes despite the ambient masking noise from the scanner ð2\ 3\ 5\ 7Ł[ However\ data regarding the elementary stimulus vari! ables "intensity\ rate\ duration# determining cerebral blood~ow responses have been relatively few[ For instance\ rate of stimulus presentation has been shown to be a signi_cant variable determining regional cerebral 
Methods
Fourteen volunteers "02 men and one woman#\ ranging in age from 19Ð28 years\ with no history of neurological or audi! ological illness were studied[ Hand preference was determined by observing each subject|s performance of twelve unimanual and bimanual tasks taken from Annett|s handedness ques! tionnaire ð0Ł[ All participants used their right hand for all tasks "with {{either|| preferences being acceptable for unscrewing a jar lid\ holding the top of a shovel\ dealing cards\ or holding the top of a broom#[ After a full explanation of the nature and risks of the research\ subjects gave informed written consent for all studies according to a protocol approved by the Ethics Committee of the Heinrich!Heine University\ Du Ã sseldorf[
General methods
Functional MR images were acquired using a 0[4 Tesla Sie! mens MRI system "SIEMENS Magnetom Vision\ Erlangen\
